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Nominee
Name

Company
Name

Location

Company Type

Gerry
Mauthe

B.A.
Robinson

Winnipeg,
MB Canada

Electrical
Plumbing
HVAC

Brad
Bolton

Cregger
Columbia, SC
Company

Electrical
Plumbing
HVAC

Vasiliy
Zelenko

Jerry
Noble

Eastern
Industrial
Supplies,
Inc.

Marks
Supply

Bill
Etna Supply
Meldrum

Justin
Gibbs

Crescent
Electric

Kristina
Harding

ParrishHare
Electric
Supply

Greenville,
SC

Canada

Grand
Rapids, MI

East
Dubuque, IL

Dallas, TX

Meets the
Regional Needs of
the board?

Yes - Canada

Electrical

Yes - Vendor
Relations

Yes - HVAC &
Plumbing

Yes - Web
Development

Yes - Canada, Yes - HVAC &
Kitchener, ON
Plumbing

HVAC
Plumbing

Electrical

Yes - HVAC &
Plumbing

Yes Industrial
Supplies

Industrial
Supplies

HVAC
Plumbing

Meets the
Meets experience
Years
Company Type
needed on a Board Experience
needs of the
Committee?
using Eclipse
board?

Yes - HVAC &
Plumbing

Yes - Locations
in all regions
except Canada

Yes - Web
Development

Experience in
Eclipse

Additional Comments

IT
Product Data
Pricing

Gerry has been with BA Robinson for about 3 years and has over 35 years experience with business software in various industries, a large
portion of that in Wholesale Distribution and Retail. Gerry feels that Users Groups can be highly effective for accomplishing 2 main
objectives: Protecting the Software clients investments & Ensuring that existing customers are kept to date with updates and news
between the vendor (Epicor) and it's customer base. Gerry also suggests that various communication vehicles must continually be utilized
to ensure feedback on product enhancements are exchanged, support concerns with the vendor vetted and take into account ideas from
the larger body of Eclipse customers.

All Areas

Brad has been with Cregger Company for about 9 years as the Director of IT. During that time he has also been involved heavily with other
operational aspects of the company. Brad has built the majority of the training documentation for Eclipse that Cregger uses for it's
employees at a branch and corporate level. He has also been on the technology committee for the buying group WIT for 3 years. Brad is
very enthusiastic to do his part to contribute to the improvement of the Eclipse product as a whole and to network with other distributors
to help improve efficiencies across the board.

ERP System
Admin

Vasiliy is the ERP System Administrator for Eastern Industrial Supplies and is referred to within his company as the "Eclipse goto Guy".
Although he has only been with Eastern for one year he was with another Eclipse customer prior and has ten years of experience on both
Eterm and Solar. His background also includes Corporate Trainer and he has trained users on how to use Solar Eclipse. Vasiliy has worked
with several Eclipse vendors including BDL, Zerion, MITS, Phocas, Avalara, Innovo, BillTrust, Kore Technologies, and SPA. He also has
experience in writing subroutines and programs for Eclipse back end. Vasiliy believes with his knowledge of web development he can help
to improve the Eclipse Users Group website by improving the search, navigation and organization as well as including more social media
content.

Purchasing
Warehouse

Jerry has been with Marks Supply for 2 years and is the Vice President of Supply Chain. While he has only been with Marks Supply for a
couple of years he was at another Eclipse customer prior to that for 2 years giving him a total of 4 years experience on Solar and Eterm
both. Jerry also brings a unique point of view on the functions in Eclipse due to his 10+ years using a competitive product SXE. He is
currently responsible for all purchasing and warehouse functions but is well versed in all aspects of the business. Jerry is also in the midst
of adding a position that would exclusively deal with the implementation of Eclipse based functionality that they are not currently using or
not using to its full potential. Jerry has been a driver of change in all companies that he has worked for and is always looking tom improve
the functionality of the software in any way he can.

All Areas

Bill has been with Etna Supply for 22 years and ran one of the two DC's for 20 years. Etna went live with Eclipse November 2010 and Bill
was a member of the core group that worked and learned from the Eclipse experts. He then trained and became part of the "Goto" group
after Eclipse personal left them on their own. Bill is responsible for operational efficiency in process, procedure and the writing of
company standard operating procedures and continues to train on all aspects of Eclipse. He loves working with Solar Reports and bringing
back results that answer business questions that many never considered or thought possible to have a system report on. Bill feels he has
business and Eclipse experience that would bring value to the Users Group and is excited for the opportunity to help.
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All Areas

Justin has been with Crescent Electric for 15 years and is the Corporate Operations Support main contact for Eclipse and Job Management.
The small group that he is a part of supports approximately 1600 employees in about 140 locations. He is also the current lead for the Job
Management community on the IDEAS Site. Crescent Electric started prepping for deployment in early 2013 and Justin was involved in
that process and has worked in Solar Eclipse ever since. He is currently working on the RF Warehouse rollout that is in the near future.
Justin strongly feels that groups and committees can become stagnant without new points of views being added to the mix. He feels that
the perspective that he would bring from his company as being newer to Solar and spanning different geographic areas would be beneficial
to the Eclipse customer base.

5+

Sales
Job
Management

Kristina has been with Parrish-Hare Electric Supply for over 11 years and is currently the Manager over the Lighting Project Managers.
Parrish-Hare went live on Eclipse in 2009 and Job Management in 2010 and she has been a trainer in many departments. Kristina believes
it is well worth the time for all users to learn all aspects of the system, that each department is just a small piece of the larger puzzle. She
is now actively using the Direct Through Stock program in Job Management & Eclipse and has talked with several other distributor friends
to share the experience and information. Kristina feels that being the voice to make our Epicor systems even more effective and
productive would be rewarding for not only her personally but for all Eclipse Users Group members.
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